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1. Derive Phillips curve from the short-run supply curve and prove that there exists a trade-off
between inflation and unemployment in the short-run. Prove how expected inflation and
supply shock affect the Phillips curve. 5

2. What is sacrifice ratio and what is its implication for an economy?
Th D 11 . D id d D period of 5 years:e 0 owing m ormation IS provi e or an economy over a
Year Actual Unemployment Rate (%)
2001 9.8
2002 9.5
2003 8.0
2004 7.5
2005 7.2

Assume that the natural rate of unemployment is 5%. Find the total cyclical unemployment rate
during these five years. Inflation rate in 2001 having been 10% came down to 4% in 2005.
Estimate the sacrifice ratio for the economy. 2+2
3. What is fully indexed inflation? What kind of costs does inflation create if it is not fully

indexed? Given below are the details regarding the income tax slabs and the tax rates for the
individual tax payers for the financial year 2017 -18.
Income bracket (Rs/year) Income tax rate (%)
Up to 400,000 Nil
400,000 - 600,000 5
600,000 - 1200,000 15
120,000 and above 25
Find the tax liability of an individual tax payer if his taxable income for the year 2017-18 is
Rs 1000,000. The annual inflation rate has been 25% and the dearness allowance has been
revised accordingly to allow the taxable income to rise by 25%. Find his new tax liability. If
income tax had been fully inflation indexed, how the tax rates and brackets would have to be
revised? 2+3

4. Explain the money creation mechanism of the banking system under the following two
conditions: 2+2
(a) The public hold no currency. (b) The public hold currency.
Offer implications of the two conditions for the money supply.

5. Distinguish between the following (Provide most appropriate answers): lx7
(a) Fiscal deficit and primary deficit
(b) Narrow Money and Broad Money
(c) Cash reserve Ratio and Statutory Liquidity Ratio
(d) Pro-cyclical fiscal policy and Counter-cyclical fiscal policy
(e) Tax multiplier and government purchase multiplier
(f) Laspeyre's Index and Paasche's Index
(g) Wholesale Price Index and Consumer Price Index

6. What are the instruments of fiscal policy and how do they affect an economy? Critically
examine the fiscal health of the Indian economy with special reference to its public debt. 5



7. Using Fisher's inter-temporal choice, explain how a consumer attains optimum consumption
given the inter-temporal budget constraints and consumer preferences. If there is an increase
in the interest rate, how does it affect consumption in two time periods? Under the condition
of borrowing constraints, which is binding, how the optimization is reached?
A and B both follow the two-period Fisher's model as suggested above. A earns Rs 100 in
the first period and Rs 100 in the second period. B earns nothing in the first period and Rs
210 in the second period. Both of them can borrow or lend at the interest rate, r.

(a) Suppose both A and B consume Rs 100 in the first period and Rs 100 in the
second period. Find the interest rate.

(b) If interest rate increases, what will happen to their consumption in the first period.
Are they better off or worse off than before? 4+ 3

8. Th f 11 . £ t '1 bl fI th RBIe 0 OW111g111orma ion IS avar a e or e
Particulars INR in Crore
Credit to Government 1420
Credit to Bank 432
Credit to Commercial Sector 594
Foreign Exchange Reserve 202
Other Assets 114

-
Government Deposits 42
Deposits of Commercial Banks 220
Net Worth (A liability) 740
Money Supply in the Economy 8542
Reserve Ratio imposed by the RBI 7%
Government Money 201

Find the values of the high powered money and money multiplier. 4
9. Define Life cycle hypothesis and prove that it solves the consumption puzzle. In this context,

solve the following:
Suppose a consumer expects to live for 60 more years and works for 40 years of them. He
has inherited wealth of Rs 500,000. Besides, he earns an annual income of Rs 200,000 in the
first year of his job, which will increase annually by 3% until he retires. Find his annual
consumption and the MPC out of income and wealth. 3+ 3

10. Th fill' . t t t d f th U' B d tfortheyear20l7-l8.e 0 oW111gestima es are ex rac e rom e mon u Lge
Particulars INR in Crore
Tax Revenue (Net) 136,205
Non-tax revenue 55,446
Recoveries of Loans 10,540
Other Receipts 11,500
Non-plan Expenditure:
On Revenue Account (of which interest 235,700

payment is Rs.l 00,226 Crore)
On Capital Account 20,524
Plan Expenditure:
On Revenue Account 50,400
On Capital Account 34,990
Borrowing and other liabilities 101,357

Find the values of revenue deficit, primary deficit and fiscal deficit. 3


